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 GENERAL OVERVIEW
The main focus of this web site is to inform visitors of new findings in the field 

of astronomy and how these resulting anomalies correlate to biblical records.  This 
site contains: 1) a representative portion of the information collected, 2) charts, 
graphs and other data supporting the existence of a “mystery planet” which I call 
Planet-7X (for 7 times Earth’s diameter), and 3) very strong evidence indicating its 
IMMINENT END-TIME APPEARANCE.  I do not claim to have all the answers, 
but the considerable research I have conducted is accurate to the extent of my ability 
to correlate the data.   My findings and research are open and available for outside 
review.

The data strongly suggests   that the Earth will be passing through  the orbital 
path of Planet-7X twice, first in the approximate month of Passover (mid-March to 
mid-April), and then five months later in the approximate month of Tishri (mid-
August to mid-September).  As a result of my research, I would estimate that this 
near-miss encounter with Planet-7X, and the encounter with the two debris trail of 
this object will happen in the given five month (150 days) window, mid-August to 
mid-September of 2013-2016.  

“Near-miss” does not mean that the Earth will be minimally affected.  In the 
first near-encounter with Planet-7X and its debris trail, one side of the Earth will 
suffer massive damage in the “meteorite storm”(Revelation Seal Six).  In Earth’s 
subsequent encounter with the residual debris path of Planet-7X five months later, 
Earth will suffer an even greater cataclysmic event.  In addition to the “meteorite 
storm” damage occurring at this second orbital path crossing, and a large meteor 
(The Fiery Mountain) will strike the Earth (Revelation Seal #7).  The magnitude of 
the damage inflicted on Earth is described in the Bible “The Earth is broken up, the 
Earth is split asunder, the Earth is violently shaken.  The Earth reels like a 
drunkard, it sways like a hut in the wind;” KJV Isaiah 24:19-20

“And there shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and in the stars; and upon 
the earth distress of nations, with perplexity; the sea and the waves roaring; Men's 
hearts failing them for fear, and for looking after those things which are coming 
on the earth: for the powers of heaven shall be shaken.” KJV Luke 21:25-26

RESEARCH OVERVIEW
My research on this topic began with a phone call from a fellow believer in 

Elohim (†‡†‹) who asked me if I thought this “mystery planet” concept was real and 
if it had biblical merit.  My initial response was that the “mystery planet” was not 
real and I felt certain that the Bible and science would contradict the existence of 
such a planet.  I was soon to learn that I was wrong with my initial assumption.  
Today, the astronomical community widely agrees that the existence of a tenth 
planet (a.k.a Planet-X 3,600 year orbit), as originally envisioned, does not exist. 
However, t.he concept of Planet-X has been revived by a number of astronomers to 
explain other anomalies. 

My research Planet-7X, focused on five major events that displayed a recurring 
pattern. The events include Noah’s flood, Joshua’s battle, Jesus (Yeshua’s) 
sacrifice, the Chinese Guest Star of 1054, and Revelation Seals #6 and #7.  The 
Bible gives us specific information about the first, second, third and fifth of these 
events. The fourth event, the Chinese Guest Star of 1054, though originally 
mistranslated and thought to be a stationary object, was actually documented to be 
moving from the time of its initial sighting, through the time they lost sight of it as it 
returned beyond the reaches of our known solar system.

    I utilized “state-of-the-art” astronomical software that applied Kepler’s laws of 
planetary motion.  Incorporating this scientific data with the 150 day time-frame 
obtained from the biblical accounts, I was able to approximate Tishri (mid-August to 
mid-September) as the entry point and Passover (mid-March to mid-April) as the 
exit point of Planet-7X’s path as it intersected with, and will again soon, intersect 
with Earth’s orbital path.  When these mathematical parameters were entered into 
the program and matched to the five events, I was able to accurately correlate the 
outcomes with the biblical accounts, as well as the Chinese Guest Star eyewitness 
accounts.  The depth and degree to which the data cross-validated itself was beyond 
expectations! These five separate events, each recounted by different authors 
spanning thousands of years, produced corroborating data further validating the 150 
day time-frame. 

The scientific data, together with the eyewitness accounts around the world 
over thousands of years, all but eliminate random coincidence.  I have been able to 
accumulate a significant amount of corroborating information that makes the 
existence of Planet-7X difficult to ignore.  Included in my research is information 
generated by the University of Louisiana at Lafayette, the Open University in Milton 
Keynes, UK and my evaluation of the report, on the supernova - Chinese Guest Star 
in 1054 C.E. (A Re-evaluation of the Eastern and Western Records of the Supernova 
of 1054). A re-evaluation of the Dublin Institution for Advanced Studies, Dublin, 
Ireland 

(This illustration shows the estimated travel and location of Planet-7X)

GRAVITATIONAL INDICATORS
Another scientific factor supporting the existence of Planet-7X involves the 

influence of “gravitational tugs”. In addition to recent documented unexplained 
deviations in known comet’s orbits, monitoring by the Japanese indicate an 
abnormal deviation in the wobbling of the Moon on its axis.  Recent escalated 
movement of the Earth’s tectonic plates have resulted in a marked acceleration in the 
Earth’s normal slow drift of its magnetic north pole.  These are strong indicators of 
changes in normal gravitational influences or “gravitational tugs”.  As Planet-7X
draws closer to the sun and also to Earth’s orbit, its gravitational influence is likely 
to explain why there have been so many record-breaking earthquakes, tsunamis, 
floods, droughts, hurricanes, as well as record-breaking winter and summer 
temperatures in recent years.  One of these factors standing on its own might not be 
cause for great concern. Taken together as a set of events in such a short period of 
time strongly suggests they may be occurring due to the increasing “gravitational 
tugs” produced by the approach of Planet-7X. 

TIME, TELESCOPES and STARS
      According to my research and compared to earth, Planet-7X has a very large 
orbital cycle that takes it far away from the sun, and then back closer to the sun in a 
pattern that more resembles a comet’s path than the closer to round paths that most 
people usually think of for a planets.  This “twenty-billion-mile” round trip takes 
approximately 316 years to make one full orbit.  One could wonder why there have 
not been regular, 316 year sightings along with near Earth encounters reported.  The 
first telescopes were invented around 1600, and were limited and difficult to use.  
Prior to their existence, searching the stars was limited to what could be seen with 
the naked eye. This next visitation of Planet-7X will be the first time that man will 
be able to see its approach using sophisticated and very sensitive astronomical 
equipment.  In some of Planet-7X’s prior “close to the sun” passes which also 
brought it into Earth’s orbital proximity.  It is probably an object of low-light-
reflecting luminosity which makes it more difficult to see.  Therefore, the relative 
positioning of the Earth, and sun to Planet-7X are key visibility factors. Using the 
range of my findings, the approximate 316 year cycle, is why I believe the year 2016
(1st meteor storm) is of paramount importance in our search for this “sign in the 
heavens”.  The arrival will become apparent when Planet-7X is actually sighted with 
out the use of a telescope, sometime in December (Hanukkah) the prior year as a 
distant bright object equivalent to the appearance in size to Jupiter and as bright or 
brighter than Venus in the night sky. For this same reason, this is why 2012 
December will not have the 1st meteor storm. For all of us would have noticed an 
object equivalent to the appearance in size to Jupiter and as bright or brighter than 
Venus in the night sky three to four month prior. 

(The chart above shows the years of separation of each known passing)

(The above timeline illustration of each known passing & associated event)

ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL
(as of August 9, 2011)

       Another significant END TIME EVENT is the “land for peace agreement” 
involving Israel. The Bible calls this “A Covenant with Death”. Israel is under 
ever-increasing pressure, and this agreement and signing are very close to becoming 
a reality.  When the world forces Israel to break the land covenant with GOD, there 
will be an immediate judgement affecting every nation involved.  THE GLOBAL 
ECONOMIC COLLAPSE, (Revelation Seal #3), and the resulting WORLD 
WIDE PANDEMIC DISEASES (Revelation Seal #4), will occur prior to the 
arrival of Planet-7X (Revelation Seals #6 & #7).  The increasing economic 
destabilization is clearly at hand.   Bible prophecy indicates, “This generation shall 
not pass, till all these things be fulfilled” Matthew 24:34 (70 years from when 
Israel again became a nation in 1948 to before 2018 ends).  The aforementioned key 
biblical indicators, as end-time events, are very close.

(This illustration shows only half the Earth effected by a meteor storm)

IN CONCLUSION
Time permitting and upon request, I am able to present my findings in detailed 

graphical format with biblical references, utilizing software re-enactments of time 
and place.  This form of presentation is more precise and easier to understand than a 
written report.  My graphic presentation outlines the five major events in great detail.  
Because of the enormous implications of Planet-7X’s imminent arrival, its 
importance cannot be overstated. Weighing all the scientific data from a biblical 
perspective, my greatest expectation is that Earth’s looming next near-miss 
encounter with Planet-7X has a high probability to occur sometime in the years of 
2013 thru 2016 in the month of Passover (mid-March to mid-April). It’s my humble 
opinion, any date past 2017 would exceed the Biblical time account “All will be 
fulfilled before this generation dies out” Luke 21:32 seventy years “A generation 
life-span 70 or 80 years” Psalm 90:10 and when you add twelve years of age for 
accountability (Bar-Mitzvah) you will get 82 years.

It is my intention to make this crucial information available in order that we all 
might be prepared as these events begin to unfold. With the bulk of my research 
completed, I am now focusing my efforts on actually sighting Planet-7X via 
telescope and with cooperating observatories.  It is my hope that the arrival year of 
Planet-7X can be known as soon as possible.  Outside support is welcomed, needed 
and very much appreciated.   

All charts are offered for free, parties interested in helping to support this 
“search” phase, please contact:
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The illustration above reveals the first five, main events of my research. 
Most of these events occurred in the month of Passover! (mid-March to mid-April) 
Both Noah’s flood and Revelation stated a 150 day or five month time separation. 

Noah’s Great Flood of Genesis is our first point of research.
The Jewish Rabbis have stated that Noah’s flood started on April 18, the bible tells us 
150 days later the second event happened and the waters started to recede.

[ Data point #1: mid-March to mid-April (Passover month)]
[ Data point #2: 150 days of separation (5 month)]

[ Data point #3: mid-August to mid-September for second event]

Joshua’s Longest Day is our second point of research.
An object that some say, was seen to appear fifty times the size of the Moon, from the 
view point of Earth. A meteor storm (fiery hail) two to three hours later killed more of 
the enemy than Joshua’s army did with a sword. The day was extended by 12 hours 
longer.
The Jewish Rabbis also estimate this event to have occurred in the month of  Passover.
I posted a video of astronomical software model that shows 50/1 ratio with a 2  hours 
delay in a meteor storm, lasting just under 1 hour ending on the 3 hour!
See You-Tube Video: 
“JOSHUA’S LONG DAY... (PLANET-X(7X) Crossing Earth Path)”

[ Data point #1: mid-March to mid-April (Passover month)]
[ Data point #4: The duration of a meteor storm within 1 hr.]
[ Data point #5: The Earth’s rotation decreases by 12 hour]

[ Data point #6: A meteor storm within 1 hour duration]
[ Data point #7: It occurred in day time.

[ Data point #8: On the 2nd hr., starting time for meteor storm]
[ Data point #9: The 50/1 ratio of visual perspective]

[ Data point #10: Planet-7X = 7 times Earth’s diameter]

This illustration of Joshua’s Long Day shown in a more modern setting depicts the 
visual effects and the perspective that Joshua and his army saw that day, using the 
50/1 ratio, and Planet-7X  (7 x Earth’s diameter) traveling exactly 70% the distance 
between the Moon and Earth. This is also what the Bible alludes to in the book of 
Luke  and Revelation on the latter days when it stated; 

Luke 21:26 Men's hearts failing them for fear, and for looking after those things 
which are coming on the earth: for the powers of heaven shall be shaken.

The Messiah’s Sacrifice is our third point of research.
His sacrifice occurred on the day before Passover at the 6th hour (12:00 Noon, 3 hours 
of darkness occurred ending on the 9th hour (3:00 PM) followed by an earthquake.

Matt 27:54 When the centurion and those with him who were guarding Jesus saw the 
earthquake and all that had happened, they were terrified, and exclaimed, "Surely he 

was they he Son of God!" 

They were also terrified by what they witnessed in the heavens, darkness fell over the 
whole land (the whole Earth) for three hours and the Moon went dark (turned to 
blood) refers to  a  eclipse.

Note: Keep in mind for a solar eclipse involving the Moon to occur you have to have 
a “NEW MOON”, this was passover with a “FULL MOON”. The historians 
documented that the three hours of darkness was not caused by the Moon for this solar 
eclipse. A solar eclipse caused by the Moon can only have a maximum length of time 
of 7 minutes 31 seconds. So what was it?
I posted a video of astronomical software model that demonstrate 3 hours of darkness!
See You-Tube Video: 
“YESHUA SACRIFICE... (PLANET-X(7X) Crossing Earth Path)”

[ Data point #1: Mid-April (Passover month)]
[ Data point #8: Planet-7X = 7 times Earth’s diameter]
[ Data point #9: The 50/1 ratio in visual perspective]

[ Data point #11: The Moon darkened (eclipsed)]
[ Data point #12: The Sun darkened (eclipsed)]

[ Data point #13: The whole Earth darkened for 3 hours]

The Chinese Guest Star Of 1054 CE is our forth point of research. 
Some researchers find that the explosion of the Crab nebula supernova, is likely to 
have occurred weeks to months before the commonly accepted date of July 4th 1054. 
The Crab nebula and its accompanying pulsar have long been assumed to be the 
result of a supernova explosion in 1054 AD. What is not often discussed is an 
important white paper “A Re-evaluation of the Eastern and Western Records of the 
Supernova of 1054”, that examines the original Chinese and Japanese evidence for 
this assertion. On the basis of the actual historical records their conclusion is that this 
object traveled across the sky and was not a stationary object, that a supernova had to 
be. There must be considerable doubt whether the object of 1054 AD and the Crab 
nebula are connected at all.

What I decided was to purchase astronomical software that would recreate the night 
sky of the Chinese and Japanese astronomers observed in the year 1054, and input 
data I have identified as a NEO (Near Earth Object) “Planet-7X”;

[ Data point #1: mid-March to mid-April (Passover month)]
[ Data point #2: 150 days of separation]

[ Data point #3: In mid-August to mid-September for second event]
[ Data point #9: The 50/1 ratio in visual perspective]

[ Data point #10: Planet-7X = 7 times Earth’s diameter]

Evaluating each software model with a view point from Earth of each day event, I 
was amazed that it accurately followed the astronomers eye witness accounts on it’s 
location in the sky by association to the stars and constellations, and along with 
visual characteristics in size and estimated brightness.

The depth and degree to which the data cross-validated itself was beyond 
expectations! These five separate events each recounted by different authors 
spanning thousands of years produced corroborating data, further validating the mid-
March to mid-April by mid-August to mid-September time-frame the 150 day 
separation and its size (7 x Earth Dia.).  The scientific data together with the 
eyewitness accounts from around the world spanning over thousands of years, all but 
eliminate random coincidence.
I posted a video of astronomical software model that demonstrate this event!
See You-Tube Video: 
“CHINESE GUEST STAR OF YEAR 1054.”... (PLANET-X(7X?)
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The Great Tribulation Event is our fifth point of research. 
There are two meteor storms mentioned in the book of Revelation, Seal #6 & #7 with 
a time separation mentioned at 5 months (150 days). 

I selected to develop a model using the NEO (Near Earth Object) “Planet-7X”;

[ Data point #1: mid-March to mid-April (Passover month)]
[ Data point #2: 150 days of separation (5months)]

[ Data point #3: Approximately mid-August to mid-September for second event]
[ Data point #5: The Earth’s rotation decreases by 12 hour]

[ Data point #6: A meteor storm within 1 hour duration]
[Data point #7: It occurred in day time.]

[ Data point #8: The 2 hr. start time for meteor storm, with a 1 hr. duration]
[ Data point #9: The 50/1 ratio, a visual perspective]

[ Data point #10: Planet-7X = 7 times Earth’s diameter]

Reading Seal #6 mentions the exact order of events scientifically, as well as Seal #7, 
with a recap at the end stating 5 months of suffering for the half of the Earth that is 
hit.

I posted a video of astronomical software model that demonstrate this future event!
See You-Tube Video: 
“REVELATION CHART... (PLANET-X(7X) Crossing Earth Path)”

Scientifically the NEO, Planet-7X is still a considerable distance away (as of date 
Nov. 20. 2011), in order to be able to predict with any accuracy the day, as well which 
side of the Earth will be impacted by the trailing wake of Planet-7X debris field. But 
there is the Bible that gives us additional information to process, it states; 

Rev 8:7-11
 The first angel sounded his trumpet, and here came hail and fire mixed with blood, 

and it was hurled down on the earth. A third of the earth was burned up, a third of the 
trees were burned up, and all the green grass was burned up.

The second angel sounded his trumpet, and something like a huge mountain, all 
ablaze, was thrown into the sea. A third of the sea turned into blood, a third of the 

living creatures in the sea died, and a third of the ships were destroyed.

The third angel sounded his trumpet, and a great star, blazing like a torch, fell from 
the sky on a third of the rivers and on the springs of water the name of the star is 

Wormwood. A third of the waters turned bitter, and many people died from the waters 
that had become bitter.

If we look at the first paragraph of scripture with a scientific view point, we find he is 
describing a meteor storm impacting 1/3 of the continental crust (trees, grass and 
rivers). If we look at a globe of the Earth we would see 2/3 land mass of Europe, Asia 
and Africa on one half of the planet and 1/3 land mass of North & South America on 
the other half. It is clear biblically the impact zone will be the half of the Earth with 
North & South America. Following exactly five months later the remaining survivors 
will be hit by a second meteor storm, along with an extremely large meteor, the size of 
a mountain hitting the Pacific Ocean where every wall on Earth is cracked and every 
island and mountain is moved. This impact will demolish deep areas of the coastal 
regions of the Pacific and Indian Oceans. As an example; Australia, India, The 
Philippines, China, Japan, North & South America, as well as Africa’s coastal 
regions. 

Isaiah 24:19-20
The earth is broken up,

the earth is split asunder,
the earth is violently shaken.

The earth reels like a drunkard,
it sways like a hut in the wind;

so heavy upon it is the guilt of its rebellion
that it falls—never to rise again

I personally believe that the scientific community will make an error, in calculating 
the predicted impact area of which half of the Earth will be effected. At present, there 
is no scientific model that exist for a 12 hour rotational delay of Earth for them to add 
to their equation, except for the one I demonstrated. There is only a Biblical model of 
“Joshua’s longest day”. This error will cause scientist to calculate the impact zone to  
the half of the Earth with 2/3 continental crust, Europe, Asia, Middle East and Africa. 
People who travel to North & South America “to save their life will lose it” and others 
that fly into the widely believed danger zone “those who try to lose their life will save 
it”, believing in the Biblical account. It appears there is a parallel, that mirrors some 
words Y’shua (Jesus) spoke. 
The False messiah will preform a false miracle that will deceive the world even 
Y’shua (Jesus) elite and he will change time and laws. One possible scenario is he will 
claim that he has the power to change the impact zone from the middle east to North 
& South America, changing it by 12 hours thus “changing time” (physical time 12 hr.) 
and “changing laws” (physical laws, slowing Earth’s rotation). Many people will be 
fooled by this false miracle!

[ Data point #12: Continental Crust 1/3 ]
[ Data point #5: The Earth’s rotation decreases by 12 hours on the day of impact]

Lets take a look at the quote from the bible “within one hour your doom has come” 
and see if it applies scientifically to the NEO (Planet-7X). If we take the path of 
Planet-7X as it crosses Earth’s path in mid-March to mid-April, that angle of attack is 
approximately 40.5 deg.  If we also calculate how far Earth will travel in one hour 
down it’s orbital path, in Earth units (EU=1 Earth Dia.) we find it will travel 8.4 EU. 
Now if we compensate for the angle of 40.5 deg. Earth will clear the debris field in 
8.2 EU. This represents that the meteor storm will last just under one hour duration.
The science matches the Bible again..... I am not surprised!

The Timeline of Biblical & Planet-7X Events was created to help in figuring out the 
time sequence of Planet-7X. Researching Biblical and secular historical documents, as 
well as old paintings helped in piecing together a time line of possible events.

I posted a video which the last half is this chart.
See You-Tube Video: 
“REVELATION CHART... (PLANET-X(7X) Crossing Earth Path)”

This is the estimated result of the timeline of Planet-7X visitation through Earth’s 
orbital plane. The result was a calculated 316 year cycle from it last visit 1697 to the 
estimated year of 2013 in the month of Passover mid-March to mid-April.

This chart is the composite result of the computer models showing the estimated  
month location with an arrival point of end of March 2013. Planet-7X will be 
observed with the naked eye anywhere on Earth in the last quarter of the year 2012. It 
will appear as the same size in appearance as if  you were looking at Jupiter and as 
bright as Venus in the night sky. The purple dash line is the distance from Earth that 
the Chinese astronomers were able to see in 1054 CE, with their trained vision of the 
night sky. Today, very few places in the night sky are not tainted by light pollution, 
the NEO Planet-7X would have to travel closer than the mid-June position before it is 
seen. How close is determined by the level of light pollution in your area.

I posted a video of this chart.
See You-Tube Video: 
“Planet-X(7X) Path Through Our Solar System!”

This illustration is the result of overlaying the Iceland ice core samples of temperature 
for the last 10,000 years. Earth’s dramatic temperature shifts are determined by the tilt 
of the Earth. The tallest red peak is the drought of Egypt, during Joseph’s time period. 
I firmly believe that Planet-7X on different occasions has passed near enough to Earth 
to effect it’s tilt and is the primary influence in dramatic and extreme climate shift.

This illustration shows how the day was extended by twelve hours in Joshua’s long 
day. When Planet-7X passed between the Earth and Moon, the plasma field shown in 
tan in the diagram above, gradually interferes with the electromagnetic energy field 
from the Sun to our Earth. The Earth’s magnetosphere will protect us in part from this 
plasma’s harmful effects, but the electromagnetic energy field the Earth needs to 
rotate on its axes will gradually diminish until it travels past the plasma field of 
Planet-7X. The Biblical example tells us of a 12 hour regular day, with a 12 hour 
extended day of daylight, this is a total of 24 hours effect on the Earth’s rotation from 
deceleration and then accelerating back to its normal rate of rotation.

"There will be signs in sun and moon and stars, and on the earth dismay among 
nations, in perplexity at the roaring of the sea and the waves” Luke 21:25
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The Bible describes the New Jerusalem and it’s gate and wall to be clear “like 
glass” and gives us also the dimensions. This example of scale for just one of 
the pearl (sphere) shape gates, set against a football field. Using a engineering 
program to calculate what material was used, there was only one material that 
the program excepted, it was diamond (carbon) was the only material strong 
enough. The streets are gold color but transparent as glass (champaign 
diamonds, are gold color).

The Bible describes a seven year peace agreement broken mid way.  One of the 
possible scenario is that a army of millions of Muslim on a holy pilgrimage to 

Jerusalem temple mount will be the fulfillment of Luke 21:20 prophecy. 

“When you see Jerusalem being surrounded by armies, you will know that 
desolation is near” Luke 21:20

Soon after there will be hand to hand combat in the streets, and Jerusalem will 
fall to the enemy and most of Northern Israel.

The Bible calls this peace agreement “a covenant with death”!

The Bible describes the New Jerusalem coming down from the second heaven 
(Space). So I decided to use a engineering program that calculates pressure vessels 
and input the parameter given. I assume the divine beings in the New Jerusalem , 
breathed air and that it was at the same pressure as Earth 14.7 psi.
The best shape for the design from a engineering point of view, following the laws of 
physics it’s a dome shape canopy. It also follows the biblical view if your view point 
was standing in the center of the dome “it’s hight is equal to its length and width”. 
The Bible also gives us the thickness of the wall 144 cubits (216 ft.).
So I try different material with different tensile strength;

TEST RESULTS
1. Steel at 36,000 tensile strength  = 1,469 ft thick wall (matl. to weak - FAILED)
2. Titanium at 65,300 tensile strength  = 810 ft thick wall (matl. to weak - FAILED)
3. Diamond at 275,000 tensile strength  = 216.2 ft thick wall (PASSED)

The Bible goes on and state that the wall is as clear as crystal or glass (Diamond).

The Bible states that he laid the city out in a square. So I ask, the word laid implies to 
lay onto something so what could be that something? When I laid the New Jerusalem 
over a map of Jerusalem, with its center on the temple mount with a radius of  682 
miles. I then read Genesis description of Eden, and the Garden of Eden. The Garden 
of Eden was East of Eden between the Tigris & Euphrates rivers. I then realized that 
the foundation for the New City Of Jerusalem was Eden. The construction of the new 
city did not start till Y’shua (Jesus) ascended to heaven.

Now the next situation is how to figure out the size of the city? Again when we lay a 
square over the temple mount we find that the points of the square are equal distance 
from the temple mount as well as from Nile to the Euphrates rivers. I conclude that 
the New Jerusalem City is the same dimension as the land given to Israel, from the 
Nile to the  Euphrates rivers laid out in a square.

Eden was removed from our sight, but the garden was East of Eden, destroyed 
by the flood of  Noah.

The Bible described Abraham following the instruction to sacrifice his son on 
mount “Moriah”, and as Abraham showed his commitment to follow Elohim 
instructions, Elohim provided the sacrifice, a ram with its head secured in a 
thorn bush.

So Abraham called that place YHVH Will Provide. And to this day it is said, 
"On the mountain of YHVH it will be provided." Gen. 22:14

Then centuries after Abraham, Solomon built the first temple to house the Ark 
Of The Covenant. He also built a secret place to hide the Ark, before Jerusalem 
was conquered. The priest hid the Ark in this hiding place under mount Moriah.

Golgotha, or "the Place of the Skull” is mount “Moriah” half of the mountain 
was quarried away to build the wall of Jerusalem, this exposed the rock face of 
the skull where the sight of  Y’shua  sacrifice took place. 

As following Jewish tradition, an acceptable sacrifice had to have its blood 
sprinkled on the Ark Of The Covenant for it to be acceptable to YHVH.

As stated in the Bible at the time of his death when the Roman centurion 
speared Y’shua the ground ripped open as John bare witness, the blood 
sprinkled on the Ark Of The Covenant, completing the forgiveness of man’s sin 
and an end to animal sacrifices to atone for our sins.

I believe strongly that many people have a hard time understanding the book of 
Revelation, because they are missing many important Hebrew customs and 
concepts, by not understanding past event in the Bible through these Hebrew 
view points. One main point is that the Bible’s three examples of two sets of 
yearly sevens (14 yr.). The first is the story of Joseph in Egypt 7 years of plenty 
and 7 years of drought (14 years total). The second story is Joseph where he had 
to work 7 years for his “false bride” (a false-messiah) and then work another 7 
years for his true bride (the true Messiah) (14 years total). The third example is 
Revelation it self, if a person tries to fit what is happening in the world in a 
single 7 years period, I believe he or she will be caught like in a trap with events 
overtaken them, simply because they chose not to be enlightened by the Hebrew 
way of telling time and seasons.

Biblical Time Code - Encryption

Day = Sunset to Sunset
Night = 12 Hours 
Day = 12 Hours

Month = 30 Days (in general)
Year = 360 Days
Generation = 70 & 80 Yr.

Age of Accountability = 12 Yr. Old (Bar Mitzvah)

Time, Point of Reference = Time Zone “Jerusalem Time”
Method of Time = “Lunar Time”
Time of Day = first hour of the day starts at sun rise = beginning of first hour

The Sabbath = Sundown Friday to Sundown Saturday
A High Sabbath = One of God’s Feast Day’s
A Sabbath Week = 7 days
A Sabbath Month = 7 Months
A Sabbath Year = 7 Years (the seventh year is a year of rest)
A Sabbath Century = 700 Years
A Sabbath Millennium = 7,000 Years
And a multiple of seven, sevens (days, weeks. months & Years)
Years = 7 x 7 = 49 + 1 = 50 (the year after the 49th year is called the year of 
Jubilee) the greatest celebrations of all feast days.

The world population will reach 7 billion people, sometime in the year 2012.

Other Reference His marked Signs In The Heavens = Ref. To Constellations, 
Stars, Sun, Planets, Moon, Solar & Lunar Eclipses and any unknown planetary 
bodies to man that comes into view.

The Biblical year begins with the sighting of the first maiden Moon (first sliver 
of light) after the barley in Israel reaches a stage of ripeness called Aviv. Every 
2 or 3 years there is a 13 month added to bring the calendar back in line with the 
seasons and the barley harvest.

You must know the feast days and its Hebrew customary practices and 
meaning.
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